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We consider the following “spouse-avoiding” variant of the Oberwolfach problem (briefly 
NOP): “At a gathering there are rt couples. Is it possible to arrange a seating for the 2n people 
present at s round tables T,, T2,. . . , ‘& (where T can accommodate k; 3 3 people and 
C ki = 2n) for m different meals so that each person has every other person except his spouse 
for a neighbour exactly once ?” We prove several results concerning the existence of solutions to 
NOP. In particular, we settle the cases when the tables accommodate the same “small” number 
of people or when there are only two tables one of them accommodating a “small” number of 
people or when the total number of people is “small”. 
0. Introduction 
The now well-known Oberwolfach problem (OP) was formulated by Ringel at a 
graph theory meeting in 1967: “It is possible to seat an odd number 2n + 1 of 
people at s round tables T,, &, , . . , T, (where ‘& can accommodate exactly ki 3 3 
people and 1 ki = 2n + 1) for m different meals so that each person has every 
other for a neighbour exactly once. 3” The problem is equivalent to decomposing 
the complete graph I&“+ 1 into isomorphic edge-disjoint 2-factors, and as such 
includes at least two classical problems, that of decomposing I&+, into 
Hamiltonian circuits, and the Kirkman schoolgirls problem. Several authors, 
including Ringel himself, gave solutions in many further cases (see [3, 6, 8, 93) but 
the problem remains open in general. A directed variant of the Oberwolfach 
problem was considered- in [g]. 
In this paper we corisider the following “spouse-avoiding” variant of the 
Oberwolfach problem (NOP): “At a gathering there are n couples. Is it possible 
to arrange a seating for the even number 9,n of people present at s round tables 
T,,T,,..., ‘I’$ (where T can accommodate exactly ki 3 3 pe@~ a.nd 1 ki = 2n) for 
m different meals so that each person has every other person ex::ept his spouse 
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for a neighbour exactly once ?” This problem is equivalent to decomposing the 
graph &,I - F (the complete graph L,, minus one 1 -factor. also called the 
cocktail-party graph) into isomorphic edge-disjoint 2-factors. It includes as a 
special case Ihe existence problem for nearly Kirkman triple systems. 
We prove several results concerning the existence of solutions to NOP. In 
particular, we settle the cases when the tables accommodate the same “small” 
number of people or when there are only two tables one of them accommodating 
a “small” number of people or when the total number of people is “small”. 
1. Preliminaries 
The Ohenvolfach problem (spouse-avoiding Oberwolfach problem, respectively) 
abbreviated OP (NOP, respectively) consists of decomposing the complete graph 
K,. (the cocktail-party graph K, - F, respectively) into isomorphic edge-disjoint 
2-factors, each consisting of s circuits having length kl, k3, . . . , k, ; here ki 3 3 for 
each i= 1,2,....s, and Cz_-, ki= v. The problem will be denoted by OP 
(v: k,, L,. . . , k,), and by NOP(v; k,, k2,. . . , k,), respectively. If a solution to 
either of the two problems exists we will simply say that OP (v ; k,, k2, . . . , k,) (or 
NOP(v;k,,kz,...,k,)) exists. If k,=k2=-•=k,=k we write simply 
NOP(u; k) instead of NOP(v; k,, k2,. . ., k,). 
In the subsequent sections we will be concerned with the existence of 
NOP(o: k,. k2,. . . . k,) for various partitions (k,, kZ, . . . , k,) of v. Our methods 
will mainly be direct construction methods. The following are the necessary 
definitions and notation. For undefined graph-theoretical terms, see [S]. 
A nearly Kirkman triple sys?em of order v (briefly an NKTS (u)) is a decomposi- 
tion of the j:ocktail-party graph K,, - F into $(v- 2) 2-factors whose each compo- 
net96 is a + iangle. Thus NKTS (v) is the same as NOP (v; 3). It follows from the 
combined work of the last two authors, R.D. Baker, R.M. Wilson, A.E. Brouwer 
and R.K. Guy (see [ 1, 2, 7, 111) that an NKTS (v) exists if and only if 
L’ f 0 ‘mt\ci 6). u # 6. 12. 
A. -soersal desigrl T(s; r) is a triple (V, 9% 9) where V is an rs-set, % and 9 
arc’ collections of subsets of V called groups and blocks respectively such that 
IG/ = r fo;. each G E 99, I+?] = s, IG n Bl= 1 for every G E % and B E 3, and each 
pair of elements belonging to distinct groups is contained in exactly one block of 
9% A resohable transversal design RT (s; r) is a transversal design T(s; r) with the 
:ldditional property that the blocks of 9 can be partitioned into r parallel classes. 
It is well-known (see e.g. [4]) that an RT (s: r) exists if and only if there exists a 
5et of s - 1 mutually orthogonal ‘ratin squares of order r. In graph terminology, an 
RT (s: r) Zs the same as a decomposition of the complete s-partite graph K,.,...,, 
into isi,morphic (s - U-factors, with each component of each factor being the 
compi:te graph K, (in a compromise between graph-theoretical and design- 
theoreLcal terminology, such a decomposition is often called resolvable, and the 
filCtG’4 are called parallel classes). 
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We will also need the following auxiliary device: An (A, k)-system is a set of k 
disjoint pairs (p,, qr) covering the elements of {1,2, . . . ,2k) exactly once and such 
that qr-p,.=r for r==l,2,..., k. Simi!arly, a (B, k)-system is a set of disjoint 
pairs (p,, 4) covering the elements of (1,2, . . . ,2k - 1,2 k + 1) exactly once and 
such that qr-Pr=r for r=l,2,..., k. It is known (see e.g. [13]) that an 
(A, k)-system exists if and only if k = 0 or 1 (mod 4), and a (B, k)-system exists if 
and only if k = 2 or 3 (mod 4). An (A, k)-system and a (B, k)-system is essentially 
the same as what had been called by several authors a Skolem (2, k)-sequence, 
and a hooked Skolem (2, k)-sequence, respectively (cf. [12]). 
Our construction method is essentially Bose’s method of “sylnmetrically re- 
peated differences” from the theory of BIBDs (see e.g. [4]). It turns out that for 
the problem in question it is more often than not convenient to take as the 
vertices of the complete graph the elements of the additive group Z, of residues 
modulo n (where ye = v - 1 or v - 2), with one or two additional elements a,, w2, 
and assume our OP or NOP to have an automorphism having a cycle of length n 
and one or two fixed points. The problem of obtaining a solution then reduces to 
constructing a “base” 2-factor R ; the remaining 2-factors are obtained by 
developing R with respect to the group in question. In the case of NOP, the 
1 -factor of “unused”, “left-over” edges of & (the l-factor F in the cocktail party 
graph) will always be denoted by F. The set of elements of KU will always be 
denoted by V. 
There is only one trivial necessary condition for the existence of 
NOP(v; k,, kZ.. . . , k,) (where, of course, k, + k, + l l l + k, = v): v must be even. 
When k, = k2=* l l = k, = k and k is odd, 
In what follows we will always assume 
satisfied. 
2. General constructions 
this further implies that s must be even. 
that this trivial necessary condition is 
We start with an almost trivial result (cf. [5, p. 89s). 
Theorem 2.1. A NOP (k ; 
The following lemma is 
Lemma 2.2. Let k be odd. 
exists a NOP (kv ; k). 
k) exists if and only if k is even. 
useful for recursively constructing NOP (v; k). 
rf there exists a NOP (o : k) and an RT (k ; II) then there 
Proof. An RT (k ; v) is the same as a resolvable decomposition of file complete 
k -partite graph K,.,.. . ..u into k-clique factors (cf. Section 1). Let R,, RZ, . . . , W,, 
be these k-clique factors ( = parallel classes). Since k is odd each component of Ri 
can be decomposed into f( k - 1) k-circuits (this is equivalent to saying that 
OP (k: k) exists for k odd, a trivial and well-known fact-see [5, p. 891). If l3i has 
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components Ri 1, Rizq . . . , Ri,,, and if the component Rii is decomposed into 
k-circuits C!,, C$, . . . , C$ (where d’ = $(k - 1)) then obviously 
t’l 
Cl”= u c;:, m=l,2 )...‘d’, 
i-- I 
is a 2-factor of K,,_, , ..._” whose components are all k-circuits. Further, let V = 
v,uvzu* l l U Vk be the k-partition of K,,,..__,t,. Put a NOP (u; k) on each Vi, 
i=l,2 ,..., k;ifQ,,,Qi2,..., Qitl are the 2-factors of a NOP (u ; k) on Vi, then 
Qi=LLJ Qiiv j=l,Z,...,d 
i I 
arc 2-factors of Ku,,.... ,,. Each edge of Z&, ,....“, except the edges of a l-factor on 
each Vi, i=l, 2,. . *, k, belongs to exactly one of the 2-factors Qj or C:“, and SO 
we have constructed a NOP (kv: k). 
Similarly, we have: 
Lemma 2.3. Let k be even. Zf there exists a NOP (v ; k) and a resolvable decom- 
position of K,_, into k-circuits then there exists a NOP (2~; k). 
Proof. Consider the complete bipartite graph K,,,l and let V = VI U V2 be its 
bipartition. If we put a NOP (tj; k) on each Vi, i = 1,2 then each edge of Kzu on 
V, except for the edges of a single l-factor, will belong to exactly one 2-factor, 
namely, either to a 2-factor resulting from the union of the corresponding 
2-factors of the two NOPs, or to a 2-factor from a resolvable decomposition of 
K., . 
The ne* .t lemma shows how solutions to OP with an additional property enable 
one to obtain solutions to NOP. 
Lwn* ,*q z.4. Let V = Z,, _ , U {x). Zf 
rotaIL A automorphism (Y = (x)(0 1 
containing the element (x: and two 
there exists an OP (U ; k ,, k2, . . . , k,) with a 
. . . L’ - 2) avd with a circuit C of !eng:h k, 
adjacent elt*ments whlJ>se difference is J(v - 
l)mod(t;---I), then thereexistsa NOP(u+l;k,-tl,k,.....k,). 
Proof. If such an OP (u; k,, k2,. . . , k,) with the above property exists on the set 
V then we may assume w.1.o.g. that C is a circuit of a base 2-factor R (with 
respect to CU). Let C be, say, (~0, x, y, . . . , u, u, . . . , w, z) where u, 2, are the two 
adjacent vertices whose difference is i(v - 1) mod (V - 1). Insert a new element 03’ 
between u and u to form a new circuit C’: (0~. x, y, . . . , w, w’, t.~, . . . , W, z). It is 
now easy to see that if we form a new 2-factor K’ from R 3y replacing C with C’ 
and lf aving ail other components of R unchanged, we obtain a-base 2-factor for a 
NOP~u+l;k,+l.k,,...,k,)on theset V’=Zu_&J(~,~‘). 
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As an application, we can take an OP (6k + 3; 2k + 1,2k + 1,2k + 1) satisfying 
condition of Lemma 2.4 (which exists by [6]) and obtain: 
Corollary 2.5. A NOP (6k +4; 2k +2,2k + 1,2k + 1) exists for all k 2 1. 
In the last lemma of this section, in the next section as well as in Section 4 
(proof of Theorem 4.3), we will use the following notation: 
(1) The circuit of length 2m + 2 
@ l9 aI, a,, a -**, m9 %d+a ,,,, d+a ,,,- lrd+a,,,_z,. . . ,d+u,,d-+a,) 
will be denoted by (w,, a,, a2, . . . , a,,,, a2, 0). 
(2) The circuit of length 2m 
(a,, a2, l l l , a ,,,, a,+d,a,+d ,..., a,,,+d) 
will be denoted by (a,, a2, . ..) a,, G39. 
(3) If C is a circuit, then C + {d} denotes a circuit obtained from C by adding d 
to each of its elements. 
(In all cases, d = $(v - 2).) 
Lemma 2.6. Let k 2 3. There exists a NOP (2k + 2 [Sk] + 2~; k, k, 2[ikl + 2c) for 
each c=O,2,3,... ([xl denotes the smallest integer not less than x). 
Proof. Put v = zv_2 u { m,, 00~). We are going to construct a NOP with ar = 
@,)(@q(O 1 2 l l l v - 3) as an automorphism whose base ‘t-factor has three circuits 
Cl, C,, C,, with IC,l = ]C2] = k, IC,l = 2[ikl +2c. For the sake of brevity, denote 
W= v - 3, d = $(v - 2). Let first c = 0; consider four cases. 
Case 1. k = 0 (mod 4), k = 4t. Put 
Cl = (a,,, h a,, h, . . . , a,-,, L, c,-,, L, G-~, dl+ . . . , co, dJ 
where ai=3i, bi=w-3i-1, ci=3i+2, di=w_3i; 
C2 = Cl +(d); 
where ei =3i+l, fi=w-3i-2. 
Case 2. k=l(mod4). k=4t+l. Put 
Cl = (a,,, br,, al, bl, . . . , a,-,, b,-,, 3t, c,-,, dt-,, c,-~, dt-2V. . . , co9 4) 
where ai =3i+l, bi = w-3i-2, ci = w-3i-1, di=3i; 
C, = C, +(d); 
C3 = (9, e,,. fo, cl9 f,, . . . , e,- ,, fi-,, 5 (33) 
where ei = w-3i, fi=3i+2. 
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Case 3. k = 2 (mod 4), k = 4t+ 2. Put 
C, = (a,,, h,, aI, b,, . . . , a,-!, b,-,, 3t, c,, d,, c,-~, d,-,, . . . , cl, 4, 4 
where ai=3i, bi=w-3i-l,ci=w-3i, di=3i-1; 
c* = c, +{d}: 
CZ=(x,. eo, fo, el, fi, . . . , et-,, L 9, f3) 
where ei =3i-iI, fi=w-3i-2. 
Case 4. k = 3 (mod 4), k = 4t+3. Put 
Cl =(a,,, ho, a,, b,, . . l . a,-,, b,-,, 3t+ 1, c,, d,, c,-,, d,-,, - . - 9 co’, 4,) 
where ai=3i+l. bi = w-3i-2, ci = w-3i-1, di.c3i; 
c, = c, +{d); 
G=@%. eo7 fib9 el, fly . . . ,e,-,,Ll, w-3&05 @) 
where ei = w-31, fi=3i-t2. 
Consider now the case c ~2. We construct a sequence N of length c 
inserted in C, immediately preceding the element w2, so as to yield a circuit 
length 2[$l + 2c. Let m 2 0. Put 
N=(A,,, & Co. Q,, A,, B,, C,, D,, . . . 7 A,,-,, B,,,-,, C,,,-,, Q,,-,r 
where 
Ai = yr(2i+2), Bi =X*(2i+2)9 Ci =y+(2i+l), 




((x f (%I + 2)) 
I 
if c = 4m + 2, 




(xf(2m+2), yF(2m+l),x*(2m+l)) ifc=4m+4, 
(x*(2m+3), y*(2m+5), 
xf(2m+5), yT(2m+4) if c =4m +5. 
(G is mlf a sequence of 1, 2, 3, and 4 mennbcrs, respectively; the upper signs 
apply when k = 0 or 1 (mod 4), the lower signs apply when k = 2 or 3 (mod 4).) 
Here 
I 
3-l if k = 0 (mod 4), 
3t if k = 1 (mod 4), 
X= 
w-3t if k = 2 (mod 4), 
w-3t-1 8 k=3(mod4), 
I 
w-3t+2 if k=O(mod4), 
w-3t+l if k=l(mod4), y= 
3t if k = 2 (mod 4), 
3t+ 1 if k = 3 (mod 4). 
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The verifications are tedious but elementary and straightforward. This com- 
pletes the proof of Lemma 2.6. 
3. The case of circuits of equal length 
As already indicated in Section 1, the following condition is necessary for the 
existence of a NOP (u; k): 
ZJ = 0 (mod k) if k is even, 
ZJ ~0 (mod 2k) if k is odd. 
We conje&ure that, with exactly two exceptions to be described below, this 
condition is also sufficient. In this section we settle complet;!v the case when k = 3 
or k = 4. The next theorem shows that the conjecture is also true if our 2-factors 
consist of three circuits of (necessariiy even) equal length (the case of two circuits 
is considered in Section 4). 
Theorem 3.1. For each k > 1 there exists a NOP (6k; 2k). 
Proof. This is a special case of Lemma 2.6. 
Let now k = 3. As already mentioned in Section 1, NOP (v r 3) is the same as a 
nearly Kirkman triple system NKTS (v). Hence we have 
Theorem 3.2. A NOP (v; 3) exists if and only if v = 0 (mod 6), v # 6,12. 
In the case k = 4, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.3. A NOP (v ; 4) exists if and only if v = 0 (mod 4). 
Proof. The necessity is obvious. Let v = 4t, t 2 1. First we show that there exists a 
resolvable decomposition of the complete bipartite graph KU,, into 4-circuits. If 
V = V, U V. is the bipartition of KU_,, pzrtition each Vi arbitrarily into 4Lsubsets 
Sii (i = 192; i = 1727 l w l 3 t). Consider a new complete bipartite graph K,,, whose 
vertices are the sets Sii and decompose it into t l-factors. From each l-factor of 
this K,,, WC: get two 2-factors (consisting of 4-circuits) of the original K,,, as 
follows: if, say, the l-factor has edges Sli, Szi, i = 1,2,. . . , t and Sii = 
{a+ bii, Cii, dii}, then the 4-circuits (ali, azi, bli, bai), (cli, c2i, dli, d2i) belong to one 
2-factor while the circuits (ali, C2i, b,i, d2j)y (azi, d,i, b,i, cli) belong to the other 
2-factor. 
By Lemma 2.3, the existence of NOP (v; 4) implies that of NOP (2~; 4). Hence 
we only need to construct NOP (v ; 4) with v = 4 (mod 8). Thus, let v = 8 t + 4, and 
let the vertex-set of our complete graph be V = Z4t+1 ~(1,2)U (ml, 03~). An 
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element (a, i) of 2 x {i} will simply be denoted by qi. Let {(p,, ql) 1 r = 1,2, . . . ., 2t) 
be an (A, 2t)-system or a (B, 2t)-system depending on whether t is even or odd. 
That is, qr - pr =r for all r=1,2,... ,2t, and UT:, (p,, q,.)c(l, 2,. . . ,4t+ 1). Let 
X, y be the elements defined by 
‘1 
{.x)=(1,2,. . . 9 4t + u\ u {PV 4J9 Iyl=U, 2, l l l ,4t + 1) \ d {2p,, 2qJ. 
r-l r-l 
Define a 2-factor R whose components are 4-circuits as follows: one component 
of R is (cc,, x,, x2, yz), and the remaining 2t components are 
((p,),, (qt.),, (2qr)2, Gp,),), r = 1,2, . . . ,2t. 
It is straightforward to verify that R is a base 2-factor with respect to 
CX = (~,)@*)(O, 1, l l l (4?),)(0, 12 l l l (402). 
The “unused” edges form a l-factor 
A=={[~,,x,],[i,,(i+zb,]Ii=0,1,..., 4t) 
where z = 0 or 4t depending on whether t is even or odd. 
Let us remark that an alternative direct construction along the lines of the proof 
of Lemma 2.6 (based on constructions described in [lo]) is also possible. 
If k = 5, we must have u = 0 (mod 10) for NOP (u; 5) to exist. The next example 
handle<+ the case of the smallest possible value of u. 
Lemma 3.4. There exists a NOP (10; 5). 
Proof. Tak> V = 25, x (1,2}. The four ‘L-factors are as follows: 
‘i 1 = {(Oiq li. 2,. 3i, 4,) 1 i = 19 2}* 
R,={(Oi, 219 4i9 3,. li) 1 Ii. j)={19 211, 
?3 = ((o,, 3,, 02,419 2,). (I,9 3292,. 129 4& 
~,={(0,,32,02,2,,41),(1,,4,, 1~931.2151. 
The 1 -factor F is {[i,, i2] I i = 0, 1, 2, 3,4}. 
If k = 6. we must have u = 0 (mod 6) for NQ? (v; 6) to exist. The existence of 
NOP (6; 6) follows from Theorem 2.1, and the existence of NOP (12: 6) will be 
proved in Section 4. 
4. The case of two circuits 
In his section we consider NOP (v; k ,, k,), i.e. the case when the 2-factors 
comLf of two circuits only (the case of a single circuit is covered by Theorem 2.1). 
We of,G:r a complete solution for the following three cases: (1) k, = lo, (2) k, = 3, 
and ‘3) k , = 4. More precisely, we prove, by a direct construction, the following 
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three theorems: 
Theorem 4.1. A NOP (2k ; k, k) exists if and only if k 2 4. 
Theorem 4.2. A NOP (k + 3; 3, k) exists if and only if k is odd and k 3 5. 
Theorem 4.3. A NOP (k + 4; 4, k) exists if and only if k is enen and k 2 4. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. The necessity follows from Theorem 3.2. Let k 2 4, and 
let 
and 
V=&-, x{l, 2Mq, Q, 
a = (~1&%)(0, 11 l l l (k -2),)x (0, l2 ? l l (k -2)J. 
Distinguish four cases. 
&se 1. k=O(mod4), k =4t+4, ta0. Put 
R = {(miy tiq (1 + l)iq (t - l)i, (t + 2)i, l . l 7 1 iq (2t)i, Oi, (2t + l)i, (‘t + 2Ji, 
(2t + 2)i, (4t + l)i* (2t+ 3)i, . * l 3 (3t+ l)i, (3t+2)j) 1 {i, j>={l, 2)). 
Case 2. k=2(mod4). k=4t+2, tall. Put 
R ={((2t),,0,,(2t- I),, 1,,(2t-2),, &, . l . 9 (t- 111, tt, (t+ &, (f+% kr 
(t+3),, (t- l),, (t+4)2, * . *, (2t+ 1)2, 12), (q, (2t+ l)IV 02, (2t+2),, 
(4t)*, (2t+3),, (4t- l),, . . . , (3t),, (3t+&,m2, (3t+ 1),, (3t+ l)*, 
(3t+2),, (3t),, (3r+3),, (3t- 1)2,. . . . , (4t- 1),9 (2t+3),, (4tL (2t+2Mh 
Case3. k~1(mod4),k=4t+1,t~l.Whent=1,k=5;aNOP(10;5,5)h~~s 
been given in Lemma 3.4. Thus wf_. may assume t 32. Put c 
R ={@,, (4t- l),, (2t+ l),, (4t-2)1, (2t+2),, (4t-3),, (2t-+-3),, . . . , (3t+ I),, 
(3t - 111, (3t),, (t + l),, t*, (t +2),, (t - 02, * * l , (2t),, L (2t+2M 
(m*, t,, (t+ 02, (t- l),, (t+& *. l 7 11, cw,, wb, (**ol 
where 
(**) = (72, 5-J when t = 2 
= (92, 72, 1 12, 10,) when t = 3 
=(11,, 152,92, 12?, 142r 13?? when t=4 
= (132, 142, 112,162, 152, 172,14,, 18,) when t = 5 
~(l5~, 2&, 132, 202, 1&, 19*, l&. 222,l72,2l2) when t =6 
3 (17,, 27?, 15?, 242, 18,, 262, 192, ?22,232.2l2,252,20,) when t = 7 
= ((2;+ 3J2, (4t - I)~, (2 + 1)2, (a,,);. (b&, (&. (dJ,v (e~h- (f(h - - . - 
(a,),, (6, 12, (c, j2, (d, L, (e, h (f, hr (** *)) when t a 8 
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with 
cli z4t-4-3i, hi =2?+6+3i, Ci =4t-3-3i, 
di =2?+5+3i, t?i =4t-2-3i, fi =2f+4+3i, 
(t -9)/3 if t = 0 (mod 3), 
2 = (t-13)/3 if t= 1 (mod 3), 
(t--8)/3 if t = 2 (mod 3), 
(***) = ((3t + 2)*, (3t)*, (3t + &, (3t - 2)zr (3f +4?2, (3f - 1)~ (3t + 3)~) 
if t=O (mod 3) 
= ((3t + 6)2, (3t - 5)-,, (3t + 7)2, :3f - 6)*, (3t + 8)2r (3f - 2),, (3t +4)2- (3f- 3)2, 
(32 + 5),, (3f -4)p (3f + l),, (3f),, (3f + 2)29 (3f - u2r (3f + 3)2) 
if tA(mod3) 
E ((3t + 1)2, (3&, (3t + 2)*, (3t- l)*, (3t + 3)A if t = 2 (mod 3). 
Case 4. k=3(mod4), k=4t+3, tN. Put 
R =i@,, ?I, (t+ l),, (t- l),, (t+2)2, l l l 9 11, (2f),, 019 029 (+ +a 
(m2, (3?+2),, (t+ l),, f2, (f t-2),, (t- l)zr . . . , (20,, 129 @t+ l),v 
(4t+ I),, (2t+2),, (4t),, (2f+3),, (4t- I),, . . ., (3f+2),, (3f+l),)h 
(++)-(‘/2. gz, S2, 6J when f = 2 
= ((2r + 2)2, (2f + U2, (a,),, (b,L (c,),, (a,),, l l l , (a,),, U& (& W,,),) 
when t is odd 
= ((2a + 2)2, (2f + I),, (4f)2, (2t + 5):!, (4f - I),, (2t + 3)*, (4f + 1)2, (2t + 4),, 
W7. (M2, ($A U&r - . . y kL9 VA k)2, U&) 
when t is even, t>2, 
a, =4?+2-2i, bi =2?-+2+2i, ci =4t+3-2i, 
di z2t-t 1+2i, u=$(f-1). 
ei =4t+l-2i, fi =2?+3+2i, gi =4?+2-2i, 
hi =2f t2+2i, 2 +(f-2). 
Et is tzdious but straightforward to verify that in each case, R is a base 2-factor 
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with respect to cy. The unused edges forming a l-factor F are in Case 1 and 2 
I%, ~4 and IL !i + yM, i=O,l,...,k-2 
where y = 0 in Case 1, and y = 2t + 1 in Case 2, respectively, while in Case 3 and 
4 they are 
IT, 4 and [ii, (i + x)j], i=O, 1,. . . ,$(k-3); j= 1,2 
where x = 2t in Case 3, and x = 2t + 1 in Case 4. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. The necessity follows again from Theorem 3.2. Let k 2 5, 
and let 
and 
a = w@J*m 11 l ’ ’ (u/2 - 2),)(0,12 l l l (v/2 - 2)2). 
Distinguish again four cases. 
Case 1. k=l(mod8), k=St+l, tal. Put 
R =ICq, W),, O,i, (w2, tl, (t-U1, (t+ lh, (t--2),, (t+% . . . 9 L W- lh, 
01, (2t),, (2tj*, (2t + l),, (2t - 1)2, (2 + 31, et- 212, l - l , w - l),, 12. 
(2t + 02, W),, w+ a,, w- 112, l l l , (W2, w+ 02% 
Case 2. k=5(mod8), k=8t+5, t>O. Put 
R = W. (4t + 2),, O,), (002, tl, (t + 91, (t - 1)1, (t + 2),, . . l , 11, (2r;,, 01, 
(2t + 1)1, (2t + 1)2, (2t -t 2),, (2t),, (2t + 3),, (2t - 1)2, . . . , (4t+ l)j, 12, 
(2t+2)1, (4t+2),, (2t+3),, (4t+ l)*, . . . , (3t+3),, (3t+2),)}. 
Case 3. k=7(mod8), k=8t+7, ta0. Put 
R =h W+3,, W+W, (so,, W+2),, 11, W+ h21, W),. . . . , 
(3t+%, h, (t+ l)*, W+2),, (t+% w+ a, (t+% ’ l l , et+ a, 
0+2)2, et+ 112, (2t+2),, cm,, (2t+3),, ’ l - , (t+ 02, et +a,, t2, 
(3t + 3)29 (t - 1)2, (3t -t- 4)2, (t - 2)2r l * l , w + 2)2,~2)). 
Case 4. k=3(mod8), k=8t+3, tal. Put 
R =W, W+ O,, W+ 1)2), @2,0,, (4% 11, W- 01,. . . , (t- I),, 
cQ+ 111, (t+ 02, WI, (t+2)::. et-- a, * * 0 , cw,, et+ 31, m,, 
m+ 112, w-o,, (2t+2)2, l l l , h, (3t+ 1)2, (-t + +))I 
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(+++)=(0,,8,,2,, 12) when t=2 
= ((d - 02, t2, (al)*, (b,),, kJ2r k&Y l * * 9 (%)*9 uL),~ kL9 M4M 
when t is odd 
=((t-1)2, tz,(3t+3)2,(t-4),,(3t+4),,(t--2),,(3t+2),,(t-3),,(e,),, 
(f*hr k*L vb),, l - l 9 (e, h, (fi L, k, L (h, M when t is even 
with 
@=3t+2i+l, bi=t-l_2i, ci =3t+2i, 
di = t-2i, U =$(t-1). 
and 
ei=3?+2+2i, fi=t-2-2i, gi=3t+1+2i, 
hi =t-l-2i, Z=$(t-2). 
It can be verified directly that in each case, R is a base 2-factor with respect to (Y. 
The l-factor F in Case 1 and 2 is 
([WI, m2], [il, (i +2121 1 i = 0, 1, l l . ,4t) 
while in Case 3 and 4 it is 
where z = 2t+ 2 in Case 3, and z = 2t + ‘1 in Case 4. 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. The necessity is obvious. Let k 3 4. Consider twlo cases. 
Gse 1. 5 =O (mod 4). In this case let 
U = @Q(Q(O* 11 l l ’ (v/2-2),)(0, 12 l ’ l (U/2- 2)*). 
Cae l(a) k =O (mod8), k=8t, tal. Put 
R = {((4t),. (2t),, (2&, 0,), (001, t,, (t- l),. (t + l),, (t--2),, . 9 . 3 @t-- 1)1, 
01, (4t)2, (2t + 1)2, (4t - 1)2, (2t +2),, * l l , (3t+ 1)2, (30,,~29 et+ 1)b 
(2?- l),, (2t+2),, (2?-2),, . l . , (4?- l),, 12)). 
Case l(b) k =4(mod 8), k =8t+4, ~0. Put 
R ={((4t+2),,(2t+i),,(2t+i),,02),(~,, t,,(t+i),,(t-i),,(t+2),, . . . , 
f2t),, o,, (4t+2),, (2t + 32, (4t+ 1)2, (2t -t3),, . . . , (3f+ 1)2, (3t +2)2, w2, 
(2t+2),, (202, (2t+3),, (Zt- 1)2,. . . , (4i+ l),, 1,)). 
II 
is 
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is again verified easily that R is a base 2-factor with respect to (Y. The l-factor F 
c% q l.i,, (i +%I I i = 091, l l l ,4& 
Case 2. k = 2 (mod 4). In this case let V= Zv_* U{m,, m2), and CM = 
w(=m 1 l l l w) where w=v-3. 
Case 2(a) k=2(mod8), k=&+2,tal. Put 
R = MA W, (W + 1)/2, ( w-1)/2),(~,,2t+1,2t-l,w-2t+l, 
2t, q-1, L, cc-19 4-b l * l 9 a,, h Cl, 4,+, @i) 
(for notation cf. Section 2) where 
ai =w-2i+l, bi=2i-1, ci=w_2i, di=2i. 
Case 2(b) k = 6 (mod 8), k = 8t +6, t 20, Put 
R =@,, t+ 19% St+S),(W-2t-l,e,,,f,,,e,,f,,..., 
L’(,fi, go9 h,,, g,, h,, l * * 9 gt-19 h-l, @)I 
where 
ei = i, fi= W - i, gi =t+2+i, hi=W-t-l-i. 
Table 1 
U Existence Reference u 
4 4 Yes 
6 6 Yes 
6 3+3 No 
8 8 Yes 
8 3+5 Yes 
8 4-t-4 Yes 
10 10 Yes 
10 3+7 Yes 
10 4+6 Yes 
10 5+5 Yes 
10 3+3+4 Yes 
12 12 Yes 
12 3+9 Yes 
12 4+8 Yes 
12 5+7 Yes 
12 6+6 Yes 
12 3+3+6 Yes 
12 3+4+5 Yes 
12 4+4+4 Yes 
12 3+3+3+3 No 
14 14 Yes 
14 3+11 Yes 
14 4+10 Yes 
14 5+9 Yes 
14 6+8 Yes 
14 7+7 Yes 
14 3+3+8 Yes 
Th. 2.1 14 3+4+7 
Th. 2.1 i4 3+5+6 
Th. 3.2 14 4+4+6 
Th. 2.1 14 4 +5+5 
Th. 4.2 14 3+3+3+5 
Th. 4.3 14 3+3+4+4 
Th. 2.1 16 16 
Th. 4.2 16 3+13 
Th. 4.3 16 4+12 
Lemma 3.4 16 5+11 
Cor. 2.5 16 6+10 
Th. 2.1 16 7+9 
Th. 4.2 16 8+8 
Th. 4.3 16 3+3+ 10 
Appendix 16 3+4+9 
Th. 4.1 16 3+5+8 
Appendix 16 3+6+7 
Appendix 16 4+4+8 
Th. 3.1 16 4+5+7 
Th. 3.2 16 4+6+6 
Th. 2.1 16 5+5+6 
Th. 4.2 16 3+3+3+7 
TII. 4.3 16 3+3+4+6 
Appendix 16 3+3+5+5 
Appendix 16 3+4+4+5 
?h. 4. 1 16 4+4+4+4 
Appendix 16 3+3+3+3+4 
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In this case, the l-factor F is 
([~,,~,],[i,i+$(w+1)]1 i=O, 1,. . .,$(w-1)). 
5. Solutions to NOP for small values of u 
In this section, v is assumed to be “small”, i.e. v S 16 (of course, v 2 4 and 
even). Let n = (k,, kz, . . . , k,) be a partition of v into parts not less than 3. Table 
1 lists all such partitions 7r of c for v s 16, together with a comment about the 
existence of NOP (v ; k,, . . . , k,) and a reference to the relevant construction. 
Those NOPs whose existence is not implied by results of preceding sections are 
constructed in the Appendix. 
Thus, we have the following theorem: 
Theorem 5.1. Let v=O(mod2), 46~616, and let 7r=(kl,kz ,..., k,) be a 
partition Of V into parts ki 23. ‘Then a NOP(v; k,, k2,. . . , k,) exists if and only if 
rr# (3,3), (3,3,3,3). 
Conjecture. Apart from the two exceptions in Theorem 5.1, a 
NOP(v; k,, . , . , k,) exists for all v = 0 (mod 2) and all partitions of v into parts 
ki 23. 
Appendix 
I-Iere we list some NOP (v ; k,, k,, . . . , k,) with v s 16. We always give V, an 
automorphism cy, a base 2-factor R (with respect to ar) and the l-factor F. 
I. In the next three cases, 
a= (~*)@,)(O* 1, ’ l n 4,)(0,12 ’ l l 42) 
F= {[XI, OQz], [i,, (i + 3)J 1 i = 0, 1,2,3, + 
(1) NOP(12;5,7): 
R = k 4,, 3,, 2,, 49, (002~3,~ 1 19 o,, oL7, 22, 12)), 
(2) NOP (12; 3,3,6): 
, R = {(% 019 L), (9, I,, O,), (2,,41,3,, 32,2*, 42)), 
(3) NOI’ (12; 3,4,5): 
R = {h,, 31, O,), (4,, 32,229 42), (% 1,,&, o,, 12)). 
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II. In the next nnine cases, 
V=&x(l, 2HJb%, 002L 
QI = @w%m 1, l ’ l 5,m 12 l l ’ 52), 
F={[w,,w*],[ji~ (j+3)i]1jz0, 1,2;i=l,2}. 
(1) NOP (14; 5,9): 
R =w% 51,529 4*,22), (0% 01,4*, 12,3,, 21,32, 11, O,)}, 
(2) NOP (14; 6,8): 
R = b% o,, 5,,52,4*r 2,), (0% o,, 11,32,21,41, l*, 3,)), 
(3) NOP (14; 3,3,8): 
R =#% 21, O,), (0% 31,2*), (01, 12,52,42,4*, 51, 11, 3,)}, 
(4) NOP (14; 3,4,7): 
R =1(3,, 41, ld, (%5,, 52,42), (w2, o,, 21, 32, 11,02, 2&, 
(5) NOP (14; 3,5,6): 
R = 1(3,, 41, 12); (0% 5,,5*, 42,22), (w2,0*, 2*,32, 11, O,)}, 
(6) NOP (14; 4,4,6): 
R =wb 019 12, O,), 6% 1*,3,, 22), (4,,22,5*, 3*,51,4,)), 
(7) NOP (14; 4,5,5): 
R =l(O”b 31, lb 4dr (0% 4,, 5,, 12, 2J, (O,, 02, 2,, 3*, 5,)}, 
(8) NOP (14; 3,3,3,5): 
R =w, 51,32), (%41, I,), (3,,42,52), (O,, ‘I,, 02, 22,2,)), 
(9) NOP (14; 3,3,4,4): 
R =@% 51,32), (% 41,5*), (O,, 1,,31, O,), (2,, 12,22,42)}. 
III. In the next 14 cases, 
v=ww, W{~,,~~}, 
a = (w#%)(& 1, l l l 6,)(0, l2 . l l 6*), 
F={[w,,wz],[il, i,]l i=O, 1,. . . ,6}. 
(1) NOP(16; 5,ll): 
R =@s 6,931, 12,6*), (a~~, 5,, 22, 3*, o,, l,, o,, 42, 21, 41, 52)), 
(2) NOP (16; 6,10): 
R = {(QJ~, lb%, 1*,31,42), (%, - I? 5 h32r 52,2,, 41,&, 22,62)), 
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(3) NOP (16; 7,9): 
R = WJ,, 51,229 42,219 4,,5,), (002,6,, 31, l,, 02, l,, 0,,3*, 6&, 
(4) NOP (16; 3,3,10): 
R = b’,, 51, 22)r (o,, 1,, 3,), &, 2.?? 42, 6,, S2, 41, 02, 12, 32, 6& 
(5) NOP (16; 3,4,9): 
R ={(% 1,,3,), (WI, 5,,62,22), (s 41,021 2, 2,, 42, 6,, 3*, 5,)), 
(6) NOP (16; 3,5,8): 
R ={(01, 11,3,), (4,, 12, 42, 5,, 6& (y, 61, m2, 22, 32, 5*, 2,, 0,)) 
(7) NOP ( 16; 3,6,7): 
R = { L32r 42)r @,, O,, 5,,6,, 21,52). (092, 31, 02, 11, 22, 41, 6&}, 
(8) NC’%’ (16; 4,5,7): 
R = {(2,,% 41, 1A (T, 6,,3,, 51,6:&, (002, O , l,, 3*, 42, 2,, 52)}, 
(9) NOP (16; 4,6,6): 
R = {(21,% 41, ld, (T, 0,,61,31,5 ,, 62), (w2, l,, 3*, 42, 2*, 5*)}, 
(10) NOP (16; 3.. 3,3,7): 
R ={(O”1,41, lz), (oo2,51,32), (O,, l,, 3,), (2,,5*, 6,, 02, 62, 22, 4,)), 
(91) NOP(l6;3,3,4,6): 
R -{@I, 41, 52), (Y, 51,22), (1,,3,, lzv02)r (0,,61,21,42,69,3,)}, 
(12) N@P (16; 3,3,5,5): 
R = {@I, 41% 5& (002, 1I, o,), (3,, 6,, 5,, 22, 12), (O,, 2,, 4*, 62, 3&, 
(1 2’ Kx (16; 3,4,4,5): 
R ={(O”i, 41,5,), (01, l,,% 32), (3,,5,, &, 12), (mz, 61, 2,, 42, 62)}, 
( 4, NGP (16; 3,3,3,3,4): 
H ={(wl, 6,,5,), (O,, l,, 3,), (4,, 02, 12), (5,, 3*, 6*), (w2, 2,, 42, 2&. 
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